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THE EDUCATION OF THE FOREIGN BORN CITIZEN. 

One of the hardest problems in American civics is^presented by the question, What shall vve do 
with the immigrant? He comes to us from every land of earth, the product of bad education and 
bad environment, under all kinds of misgovernment and tyranny. He comes, often, with the most 

misshapen ideas as to rights and duties and the relation of the citizen to the government. Considered 
in the mass, he is not bad, but good. Not a country of all the lands from which he comes is with- 
out those names and those passages in its national history that testify of the ability of its people to 

grasp the highest ideals of liberty and pay the utmost devotion to civic freedom. He is the raw 

material, crude, perhaps, but thoroughly usable, out of which a wise people can build national great- 
ness. Probably we need to sift out from the thronging thousands of immigrants a small percentage 
of the criminal and the incorrigible and the worthless, but the great mass of those who come are 

ready to be made into just such American citizens as we are ready to make them into. They will 
be patriots and factors for national upbuilding, or they will be elements of danger in our civic life, 
according to the education which we give them. 

In New York harbor stands the great ideal ot Liberty, the callous American soul, pernaps, is 

unimpressed with it, but it sings hero songs and pronounces orations of courage and patriotism to 
countless thousands who come seeking afar the realization of half-formed ideals. In the cartoon 
which stands in the background of the above illustration is the suggestion of a Chicago daily paper 
that, beside that statue of Liberty, we put the memorial that Chicago once built to symbolize the 
reign of law. There is something more than a jest in that. But instead of that ideal object lesson, 
we plunge the newcome immigrant into the midst of a civilization, the foremost, most insistent and 
dominating factors of which are vice and lawlessness. Where Wisdom speaks to the immigrant 
once in a halting whisper, of the higher things of civic life. Vice and Crime and Anarchy thunder 
their lessons in his ear a thousand times. 

And then we wonder why the foreign-born citizen is so often an element of danger in American 
politics. 

THE TRAFFIC’S 
“HOUSE TAX” 

A Phase of the Constant Oppres- 
sion and Robbery of the People 

by the Liquor Business 

FROM EVERY DWELLING $140.00 EVERY YEAR 

In the “cruel old days” when “a noble could 
do as he liked with his own,” the “hearth-tax” 
and the “house-tax” and the “roof-tax” were 

tokens of the people’s subjection to the ruler, as 

well as details of the method by which the com- 

inoii people toiled for the sake of the few who 
held the supposed “divine right” to rnle. 

Sometimes the money raised went to wage war 

in far lands; sometimes it went for court in- 
trigues ; sometimes to bedizen the mistress of 
some dissolute prince, but always it was ground 
out of the people and the people never received 
any return for its spending. 

* * * 

To impose such a tax as that upon the Ameri- 
can people, you think, would mean a revolution 
in twenty-four hours, More promptly than our 

fathers ever fought their king, from the days 
of Runnymede down to Yorktown, the Ameri- 
can people would fight anything or everything 
that tried to tax them as the people of the mon- 

archies of old were taxed. 
But “conditions change circumstances.” We 

pay house-tax—useless, excuseless, house-tax—to 
a power more corrupt than any old time tyrant 
and with as little return as the poorest peasant 
ever got for the pence that some royal tax collec- 
tors wrung from his scanty hoard. 

There arc some sixteen million dwellings in 
the United States. Upon an average the liquor 
traffic takes from every one of these dwellings, 
every year, $140.45 and gives no return, save 

in broken hearts and disease and shame and 
death. 

* * * 

Now come to statistics. 
“Dwelling,” in the language of the United 

States Census, means any place where one or 

more human beings sleep and .live. There are 

something more than sixteen millions of these 
in the United States. Some of them are palaces; 
some of them are hovels. In some of them 
wealth abounds; in some of them poverty is 
gaunt. 

In the average dwelling, in the Census year, 
1000, there lived 5.3 people. 

The per capita drink bill of the American peo- 
ple, according to the statistics recently published 
in The National Prohibitionist (See this paper, 
March 5, 1908), is $26.50 for every man, woman 

and child in the Republic. 
This means the total which we have given, 

$140.45, for the average dwelling. 
It makes no difference to the traffic whether 

it is palace or a tiovel, whether it is the home 
of a millionaire or the shelter of a poverty- 
stricken widow; whether the means of the home 
is got of honest toil or is the product of fraud 
and theft. Every dwelling must average up, and 
if so be, because of temperance and sobriety, one 


